WE'VE GOT A KITCHEN THAT'S JUST MADE FOR YOU.
DESIGNED BY US. INSPIRED BY YOU.

There are many things that complete you and your home. At Arancia, we believe that your kitchen is one of them. Which is why we design and build kitchens that are inspired by you and powered by your imagination. Designed by finest interior experts. Fabricated by the most sophisticated European technology around. And making optimum utilization of every space. We at Arancia redefine opulence, functionality and style.

So turn over and help us make something new for you!
Vision
To be market leader in the modular kitchen industry by providing international products customized for Indian requirements and affordable to masses.

Mission
We will achieve our vision by pursuing Cost, Quality & Customization. Further, we will keep on upgrading our state of the art European manufacturing facilities, strengthen ties with suppliers and expand market reach by establishing network of franchisee partners, who are already involved in modular kitchen industry.

YES!
WE KNOW
WHAT GOES
ON IN
KITCHENS.
LET'S MAKE SPACE FOR SOMETHING NEW

It's not everyday that we design a kitchen for you. So we'd rather make it special. This means we being all ears to understand you, your needs and your day. The usual and those unusual ones. And then making space to accommodate all that matters to you. Like a safe cabinet to keep your precious family crockery. Or then a breakfast table that can turn into a dimly lit midnight binge station with your little one? Pour out everything on us. And help us let you experience it.
PERFECTION AT ARANCIA

Customised modular kitchens for every space and budget

Be it any space, material, finishes or accessories, Arancia kuchen offers you a complete solution to do up your kitchen the way you like and at the budget that suits you.

World class appliances and accessories

Find an immaculate range of kitchen appliances and accessories with great designs and super functionality.

3D kitchen design services

Arancia kuchen team of expert kitchen designers, design and re-design kitchen spaces with the use of sophisticated software and 3D modeling to give you a complete virtual walk through of your new kitchen.

Wide range of modular kitchen displays

Design and decorate by choosing from a wide range of factory finishes and styles made of high quality and long lasting materials.
RANGE OF ARANCIA KUCHEN

01. Acacia
02. Ceramic
03. Ronce
04. Charme
05. Armoise
06. Argentine
07. Baskets
08. Kitchen Accessories
09. Wardrobe
10. Wardrobe Accessories
LOVE WOOD? LOOK NO FURTHER.
RANGE ACACIA

Lend your kitchen that deep mystic magic of wood with Acacia by Arancia. Wrapped in mesmerising shades of wood, with splashes on contemporary designs and equipped with sturdy yet stunning functional fittings, Acacia promises to infuse every inch of your kitchen with the same warmth that you have in your heart.

RANGE : ACACIA
CODE : TRIESTE
RANGE: ACACIA
CODE: SORRENTO
ACACIA COLOR SHADE

**Firenze**
- Firenze
- Firenze with Grill
- Firenze with Glass
- Firenze Curve Door
- Firenze Curve Door with Glass

**Positano**
- Positano
- Positano with Grill
- Positano with Glass
- Positano Curve Door
- Positano Curve Door with Glass

**Sorrento**
- Sorrento
- Sorrento with Grill
- Sorrento with Glass
- Sorrento Curve Door
- Sorrento Curve Door with Glass
RANGE: CERAMIC
CODE: ACRM - 105 & 107 • ALB 790
RANGE CERAMIC
MAKE MAGIC HAPPEN WITH ALL THINGS CERAMIC

Sand, Clay and lots of Love. Sometimes just create magic when they come together. The Ceramic range by Arancia is one such marvel. Adorn a kitchen that has a mesmerizing play of elegant ceramic surfaces coupled with tough to handle everyday-chore fittings, giving you that extreme functionality with unmatched elegance. Feels like you, doesn’t it?

RANGE: CERAMIC
CODE: ACRM-105 & 107 • ALB 790
CERAMIC COLOR SHADE

- ACRM-100
- ACRM-101
- ACRM-103
- ACRM-104
- ACRM-105
- ACRM-106
- ACRM-107
- ACRM-108
- ACRM-109
EXPERIENCE PURE LOVE IN TWO SHADES. GLOSS AND MATT.

RANGE: RONCE
CODE: APUG 7054 & 7051
Finally, here’s a surface that will make you fall in love, every time you look at it. The Ronce range by Arancia built to be tough on the inside and ooze pure love through its surface that has PU Lacquer finish on the outside. These lovely surface kitchenettes come in Gloss and Matt and other specially developed finishes of Mother of Pearl, Sparkle, Velvet Touch, Chrome effect and Metallic.
RONCE RANGE

COLOR SHADES AVAILABLE IN MATT AND GLOSSY

FINISHES AVAILABLE IN
Mother of Pearl • Sparkle • Velvet Touch • Chrome effect • Metallic

APUG-7051  APUG-7052  APUG-7053  APUG-7054  APUG-7055
APUG-7056  APUG-7080  APUG-7058  APUG-7070  APUG-7071
APUG-7072  APUG-7073  APUG-7074  APUG-7075  APUG-7076
APUG-7077  APUG-7078  APUG-7079  APUG-7080
RANGE CHARME
RANGE: CHARME
CODE: ALC-5514 & 5509
HERE’S SOMETHING THAT IS VISIBLY BEAUTIFUL.

The Charme range by Arancia is developed to satiate the core need for impeccable designer kitchens. Surfaced in mesmerising patterns on lacquer glass combined with polymer composite board, Charme is built for those who want beauty to show through.
RANGE: CHARME
CODE: ALC-5503 & 5519 • ALB-204
RANGE: CHARMÉ
CODE: ALC-5517 & 5502 • ALB-274
CHARME RANGE

CONCORS

ACON-9901  ACON-9902  ACON-9903  ACON-9904
ACON-9905  ACON-9906  ACON-9907  ACON-9908
ACON-9909  ACON-9910  ACON-9911  ACON-9912
ACON-9913

LACQUER GLASS

ALC-5501  ALC-5502  ALC-5503  ALC-5504
RANGE
ARMOISE
RANGE: ARMOISE
CODE: AEX-1218 & 1220
STOCK IT. 
SHUT IT. 
LOVE IT.

The Armoire range from Arancia is designed to be a functional showstopper. This range is equipped with shutters that are powered by membrane technology, making them super-fluid for day-to-day handling. These easy to access membrane shutters come to you in Matt, glossy, leather, stone and Novateur finish. You can also get these designer shutters in Napolean, CNC and Pamela.

RANGE: ARMOSIE  
CODE: AEX-1218 & 1220

RANGE: ARMOSIE  
CODE: AEX-1139 & 1140
RANGE: ARMOISE
CODE: AEX-1151 & 1152
COLOR SHADE

AEX-1159  AEX-1160  AEX-1201  AEX-1202  AEX-1203
AEX-1204  AEX-1205  AEX-1206  AEX-1207  AEX-1208
AEX-1209  AEX-1210  AEX-1211  AEX-1212  AEX-1213
AEX-1214  AEX-1215  AEX-1216  AEX-1217  AEX-1218
AEX-1219  AEX-1220  AEX-1221  AEX-1222  AEX-1223
ARMOISE RANGE

ELITE RANGE

AEX-1224
AEX-1225
AEX-1226

SUPREME RANGE

APR-2207
APR-2214
APR-2230
APR-2231
APR-2232
APR-2236
APR-2242
APR-2254
APR-2301
APR-2302
APR-2303
APR-2304
COLOR SHADE

Glass Frame A

Louver Plate

Glass Frame B

Louver Shutter

Glass Frame C
PLAIN PROFILE

PAMELA-1

PAMELA-2

PAMELA-3

PAMELA-4

PAMELA-5

PAMELA-7

PAMELA-8
RANGE: ARGENTINE
CODE: AGL-8801 & 8805
IT TAKES A LOT TO BRING STYLE & FINESSE TOGETHER.

The Argentine range by Arancia is designed to impress. And built to perform. Argentine is wrapped up with superior quality laminate and Polymer composite board couple with ABS finish to deliver enduring relationship from the day it is installed.

RANGE: ARGENTINE
CODE: AGL-8810 & 8803
RANGE: ARGENTINE
CODE: ALS 5080 • SGL 124
RANGE: ARGENTINE
CODE: AGL-8811 & 8809
ARGENTINE RANGE

AGL

AGL 8801
AGL 8802
AGL 8803
AGL 8804
AGL 8805

AGL 8806
AGL 8807
AGL 8808
AGL 8809
AGL 8810

AGL 8811
AGL 8851
AGL 8852
AGL 8853

LAMINATES

ALB-124
ALB-165
ALB-181
ALB-201
ALB-204

ALB-217
ALB-220
ALB-246
ALB-274
ALB-285
COLOR SHADE

ALB-296
ALB-452
ALB-732
ALB-777
ALB-790
ALB-5854
ALB-5856
ALB-277
ALS-504
ALS-505
ALB-731
ALS-793
ALS-921
ALS-948
ALS-5003
ALB-793
ALS-5018
ALS-5025
ALS-5035
ALS-5078
ALS-5080
ALS-5308
ALS-5311
ALS-5313
ALS-5315
ALS-5316
ARGENTINE

LAMINATES

COLOR SHADE

ALS-5318
ALS-5523
ALS-5526
SGL-107
SGL-124
SGL-203
SGL-217
SGL-257
SGL-401
Make your world beautifully functional with Arancia’s premium accessories and fittings that are fluid and engineered to last long. Equip your spaces with our range of accessories that give you the leverage to utilize spaces that truly matter. Built with superior grade steel and crafted to cushion frequent movements, Arancia accessories are designed to deliver above your expectations.
KITCHEN ACCESSORIES

BASKETS
LARDER & CORNER UNITS
WOODEN INSERT
SLIMTEK
DRAWELL BOX & DRAWELL SLIDE
LIFT UPS & AUTO HINGES
HANDLES
ROLLING SHUTTER
FRAME/HANDLEPROFILES
KITCHEN BASKETS

MAXIMA SERIES

THALI PLATE BASKET

PLAIN BASKET

PARTITION BASKET

GLASS BASKET

CUTLERY BASKET

CUP AND SAUCER BASKET

PULLOUT BASKET
KITCHEN BASKETS

CAESAR SERIES

THALI PLATE BASKET

PLAIN BASKET

PARTITION BASKET

GLASS BASKET

CUTLERY BASKET

CUP AND SAUCER BASKET

GRAIN TROLLEY
LARDER UNITS

Stock up your kitchen with much more as you equip one of Arancia’s Larder units that make day to day work super easy. The units come in variety of surfaces to compliment your kitchen’s overall look. And each one can be customised and engineered to suit your unique requirement.
CORNER UNITS

As a homemaker, you are known to make optimum use of every little thing in your house. So why leave out the corners. With Arancia's corner units, you can now make more space in your kitchen but making optimum use of every little inch that would otherwise go waste.
WOODEN INSERT

Code: BDX & BPV

Code: BPR

Code: BPS

Code: BPS

Code: BPV
WICKER BASKETS

Let your breads, savouries and other knick knacks go organic as you stack them up in these woody wicker baskets. Spacious and sturdy, these handy baskets are look good enough to serve guests straight up.
Stock up your kitchen drawers with spacious and easy to open panels that are equipped with rails to give you super fluid functionality.
H 80
- Full extension with self closing and soft closing
- Fashionable appearance, slow motion, easy assembling
- Drawer height 80 MM
- Synchronized concealed slide, loading capacity 35 Kg.
- Epoxy Coated
- 3D regulation up and down, left and right, front & back
- Mat steel

H 120
- Full extension with self closing and soft closing
- Fashionable appearance, slow motion, easy assembling
- Drawer height 120 MM
- Synchronized concealed slide, loading capacity 35 Kg.
- Epoxy Coated
- 3D regulation up and down, left and right, front & back
- Mat steel
- Full extension with self closing and soft closing
- Fashionable appearance, slow motion, easy assembling
- Drawer height 170 MM
- Synchronized concealed slide, loading capacity 35 Kg.
- Epoxy Coated
- 3D regulation up and down, left and right, front & back
- Mat steel
DRAWELL BOX

199 MM with Plain Glass with Dividing Panel

135mm with Gallery Rail Plain Glass

84mm with Front Panel

199mm with White Glass

BLUM HARDWARE

Antaro D Height

Antaro M Height

CUTLERY TRAY

CUTLERY

LIFT UPS

Aventos HS

Aventos HF

Aventos HK
HANDLES

*Handle Code: AK 1033*
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Two Tone

*Handle Code: AK 1034*
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Two Tone

*Handle Code: AK 1041*
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Chrome

*Handle Code: AK 1010*
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Chrome

*Handle Code: AK 1003*
Size: 160 MM
Finish: Brass, Copper Antique

*Handle Code: AK 1021*
Size: 160 MM
Finish: Brass, Copper Antique

*Handle Code: AK 1031*
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Chrome

*Handle Code: AK 1032*
Size: 192 MM
Finish: Chrome

*Handle Code: AK 1014*
Size: 160 MM
Finish: Chrome

*Handle Code: AK 1018*
Size: 160 MM
Finish: Brass, Copper Antique

*Handle Code: AK 3005*
Size: 50 MM
Finish: Brass, Copper Antique, Chrome

*Handle Code: AK 1035*
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Chrome
Handle Code: AK H-815
Size: 160 MM
Finish: CP

Handle Code: AK H-809
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: CP, FML

Handle Code: AK H-501
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: CP, FML

Handle Code: AK H-805
Size: 128 MM, 160 MM
Finish: CP

Handle Code: AK H-814
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: CP

Handle Code: AK H-298
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: CP, 2Tone, FML

Handle Code: AK SC
Size: 128 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Matt.

Handle Code: Glass Handle
Size: 128 MM, 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Matching as per glass

Handle Code: AK 1058
Size: 160 MM, 256 MM
Finish: Chrome

Handle Code: AK RB
Size: 128 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Matt.

Handle Code: AK 1037
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Chrome

Handle Code: AK 1026
Size: 160 MM
Finish: Chrome, Brass

Handle Code: AK 2016
Size: 160 MM, 224 MM
Finish: Brown

Handle Code: AK 1064
Size: 128 MM, 152 MM
Finish: Chrome, Brass Antique
ROLLING SHUTTERS

Bring fluidity and functionality together with Rolling shutters from Arancia. Available in White / Black / Frosted finish, they don’t just make your life smoother, but are a proven space saver too.
HANDLE PROFILES

Model: AP-02
Model: AP-21
Model: AP-22

Model: AP-09
Model: AP-91
Model: AD-01

Model: AD-02
Model: ACH-111
Model: ACH-112

Model: ACH-113
Model: ACH-114
Model: AD-06
GOLA PROFILES

Model: AD-53

Model: ACH-115
WARDROBE

Make room for clothes, shoes and compliments with Arancia’s classy, sturdy, adjustable and space-making wardrobes. Easy to install, these fuss-free wardrobes are available in shades and surfaces that compliment the overall décor of your bedroom.
3 Door Sliding Wardrobe with Olive Profile Handle
WARDROBE ACCESSORIES
CROWN SERIES

Trouser & Cloth Rack (OWA- 21A & 21B)

Trouser Rack (OWA- 20A & 20B)

Cloth Rack PVC (OWA- 22A & 22B)

Garnishry Box (OWA-18A & 18B)
WARDROBE ACCESSORIES

EXOTIC SERIES

Plain Basket (OWA-19A & 19B)

Garnishry Box (OWA-11A & 11B)

Cloth Rack SS (OWA-23A & 23B)

Trouser Rack 11 Hooks (OWA-32)

Clothes Basket (OWA-24A & 24B)
WARDROBE ACCESSORIES

EXOTIC SERIES

Clothes Rack (OWA- 14A & 14B)

Trouser Rack (OWA- 17A & 17B)

Trouser & Clothes Rack (OWA- 13A & 13B)

Tie Rack (OWA- 31)
WARDROBE ACCESSORIES

Clothes Basket (OWA- 12A & 12B)

Clothes & Shoe Rack (OWA- 01)

Up & Down Rack (OWA- 02)

Revolving Mirror (OWA- 03)
ARANCIA küchen
Let’s make something new!

Customer Care: +91 99789 17203
e: info@aranciakuchen.com
w: www.aranciakuchen.com